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Platform overview
DigitalCFO is a seamlessly integrated financial management platform on which
bookkeeping, accounting, financial management, business operations, reporting &
analytics can be managed through automation. Wherever there is a business, there
is IDOS. The idea is not to be a complex ERP. The Idea is to be what Google is to
search or what Microsoft is to productivity and computing – simple to deploy, use
and scale and a financial platform that seamlessly integrates bookkeeping,
accounting, reporting & upstream value additions into one application. 

Seamlessly integrated off-the-shelf bookkeeping, financial management,
reporting and analytics platform with automation of multiple accounting &
reporting processes. Hosted on Microsoft Azure cloud infrastructure. 

SaaS - IDOS

Custom built modules for specific / unique use cases with focus on vendor
management, customer management, inventory, asset management,
document management and AI / ML Powered bot for business management. 

Enterprise - ERP, DC Delight, DC Finflow, Factoring & DC Maya 

The strength of the platform is in its capability to automate financial processes and
consequently ensure accuracy, reliability and compliance of data in real-time and
thereby empowers every organisation to harness the financial data for multiple
upstream value additions in real-time. The base platform is a technology
demonstrator and what is deployed for usage will be with all features and elements
which are customised and built for the collaboration partner. 

Platform versions
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Platform capabilities
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Sanitised finance and accounting
data, to maintain accuracy and
standardisation of numbers (at
input stage itself) across multiple
branches and projects.  
Group / subsidiary companies
accounting & reporting can be
managed within one integrated
platform with a single chart of
accounts. 
Automation ensures that
accounts that are compliant with
internal financial controls, GST /
TDS 
Reduced cost of operations
(through reduction in turnaround
time, elimination of rework /
reconciliation and real-time
availability of necessary financial
data). 
Reduced cost of procurement
(through its vendor management
platform) 

Speedy & effective decision
making (through both centralized
and decentralized reports) 
Working capital management
(through on-line bill discounting &
digital lending)
Empowering banks in real-time
credit monitoring of their
borrowers and large corporate
customers, which enables the
bank to scale their digital lending
and discounting capabilities. 
Digital portals that enable
creation of engaging ecosystem
with which users can engage
better and more effectively
within their own organization and
its stakeholders including
management, customers,
vendors, bankers, auditors,
consultants, etc. 



Journal entry for sales 
Identification of applicable GST, computation and accounting of
Journal entry for GST
Journal entry to impact customer account 
Adjustment of advance (with corresponding GST adjustment) 
Updating of inventory 
Updating of customer analysis including age analysis 
Generation of GST compliant invoice 
Compliance to internal financial controls

For example, to record GST sales, IDOS asks the user to provide
information on what item is being sold, to whom and place of dispatch
and with this basic information IDOS automatically accomplishes the
following at the click of the button: 

The software eliminates the occurrence of human errors in accounting
entries and also in internal control processes and thereby ensures
accuracy, reliability and availability of compliant data in real-time for
multiple value additions. 

Functional Architecture
IDOS considers every accounting transaction to be an event and collates basic
transaction information from the user and based on this basic information, IDOS
automatically passes the accounting entry, identifies, computes and accounts the
corresponding taxes and in real- time, ensures compliance to internal financial
controls, automatically updates reports and appropriate financial statements. It
enables the user to upload supporting documents for every transaction and
automatically creates an audit trail for every transaction. 

Event based functional architecture

Example
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Value proposition
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Upstream insights / analytics, AI / ML:
IDOS starts with capturing and automatically collating the core data of
businesses, which, in accounting parlance is the core book-keeping
data and simple transaction data like, what product or service was
purchased / sold, from whom, at what price, which geographic location
is the buyer from? Which geographic location is the seller from? What
are their taxation rates? What are their legal registrations? When are
the insurance renewals due? What business segment does the
organization belong to? Which business verticals and horizontals does
the organization operate in? How many employees? What are their
roles and designations? And so on. 

Majority of this data is available in either masters or transactions in
the financial software and the strength of IDOS is to capture this data
intelligently and leverage this data for multiple value additions and It
is well within our means to generate reports of demand patterns,
purchase patterns, sales patterns, AR / AP patterns, customer sales
behaviour patterns, procurement cost patterns, delays in supplies,
GST / TDS patterns, etc to name a few. 

Since there is this dynamic of the cloud, it means all this data can be
updated, aggregated and analysed real time at the click of the button.
Big data analytics become simple to generate and strategic
information on consumption patterns across geographies and industry
segments, tax compliance patters in-terms of which geography /
sector is regular in tax filing and in which geography direct and in-
direct tax collections are more, what type of inventory valuations are
being adopted (FIFO / Weighted average), what industries hold higher
inventories, collection patterns linked to industry segment or
geographic locations, in which segments / geographies the receivables
cycle is longer and so on. 

Needless to say, real-time insights and reports can be generated even
at micro-level with respect to project-based analytics, department-
wise analytics and branch wise analytics.



Largest of analytics are based on data sourced from
simple people. The census of a billion people of India is
based on simple people answering simple questions
about their age, their family, religion, possessions, etc.
Similarly, IDOS collects accounting & financial data in a
simple question & answer form. With this information,
the in-built workflows and algorithms handle the entire
accounting and financial management. 

The manner in which data is collated in IDOS and the
fact that internal financial controls are in- built, makes
the data in IDOS highly valuable, accurate and reliable
for implementing AI/ML algorithms for different
functions in accounting and financial management
processes and this is what makes IDOS unique and
powerful in terms of its value proposition.

Value proposition
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Product versions &
core modules
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Digital CFO
Integrated financial management platform, that enables firms to
manage their bookkeeping, accounting and financial management,
reporting and analytics tasks and processes through a single
integrated technology platform. 

This platform will be customised to meet the specifications,
features and design elements of the firm 

The platform can automate every accounting and financial
management / reporting process and help the firm in operational
efficiency through consistency / uniformity of transaction
processing, reduction in turn-around time, reduced cost of
operations. Further the platform enables the business to leverage
the accounting and financial data for multiple upstream value
additions including efficient working capital management. 



Unique features

IDOS allows you to drill down from trial balance, all the way down to the
base transaction and know what this transaction was all about, who
created it and who approved it, whether it exceeded the budget, what
were the tax implications on this transaction, what supporting documents
/ evidence does this transaction have and did it have any special remarks
or audit comments. And equally it allows a build, say a, trial balance,
inventory report or bank statement for branch A and C, but excluding
branch B. 

Drill down and build-up

IDOS leverages the cloud for all who connect with a business. IDOS
handles reconciliation of receivables and payables in real-time. It gives
the business the ability to provide remote access to its suppliers,
customers. What that means for suppliers and customers is that they now
can see their respective statements in the books of the business, just like
an online bank statement. This reduces reconciliation cycle time to zero,
by enabling automation and online / real-time enagement of vendors /
customers and other business stakeholders.

Real-time reconciliations

To extend the point on leveraging the cloud, IDOS allows the business to
provide its auditors with real-time / anywhere / anytime access to
accounts, complete with underlying documents. IDOS is the perfect tool
for internal audit. Presently, auditors are forced to random check the
transactions, In IDOS the internal auditor has the option to include the
internal accounting protocols of the company in IDOS. This comes back
and helps the auditor by identifying all transactions that are an exception
to the protocol. 

More for auditors
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Market place
This works like yellow pages and provides information on suppliers that
can supply to a given pin code and have listed a price lower than your
weighted average spending on that product. The user doesn’t need to
step outside the IDOS eco-system. 

They can benefit from a seamless process from identifying new vendors
(who can supply at prices lower than what they are currently paying),
connecting with them, placing order and managing the orders and
payments and consequently reduce cost of routine procurements. 

Supervision and management
IDOS architecture is such that it enables Management to control their
operations either centrally or adopt decentralised processes. They can
configure user mandates, even to the extent of micro-managing. They
can homogenize processes globally and most importantly they can make
it mandatory for people to follow these homogenous procedures. IDOS
provides phenomenal flexibility to implement automated internal
controls for different departments / branches and staff. 



Core Enterprise
Modules

Factoring

IDOS has developed a platform "DC Finflow" which is focused on
enabling banks and other financial institutions / NBFCs to digitise and
automate their internal processes related to credit operations, risk
management and lending. The objective of this enterprise platform  is to
support banks in enhancing their operational efficiency and also help
them to scale their lending / discounting portfolio. 

DC Finflow
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Document management - E Dastavez
What is unique about IDOS document management is, that the
documents uploaded are directly linked to the transactions they
represent. This makes it easy for the user to track the paperwork for any
transaction he wishes to peruse. 

Our product portfolio includes an intelligent document management
application – “E- Dastavez” which transforms the organisation’s ability to
digitally manage, store, retrieve and process paper documents and files,
through its intelligent file management system. 

Unlike a routine cloud storage platform, E – Dastavez enables you to
automate and digitise your file management processes including
approval of documents, signing of document, making notes on files,
create audit logs and also control access to different users. You can even
create organisations hierarchies and also branch, project and
departmental hierarchies for document management. 

Last mile ERP
IDOS is fast gaining recognition as being the most effective last mile ERP
whereby we are able to fill the white-spaces and gaps between existing
ERPs and the expected outcome as a result of changes in economy,
regulation, changes in process and / or business eco-system. Companies
which have already implemented ERPs, but some of the modules are
either absent and / or require revision and it is either complicated or
cumbersome and cost prohibitive to accomplish the change with their
current ERPs, they turn to IDOS to bridge such gap. 

IDOS is working with banks to automate bill discounting process
whereby invoices can be discounted through automation and almost no
human intervention and thereby help in better working capital
management. Our platform has the capability to enable banks to increase
their digital discounting and also digital lending through real-time
insights, essential for lending & discounting decisions. We have
developed a transformative process / module to empower banks to
increase their digital discounting & digital lending business and using
this module we are scaling that segment of the business on a
collaborative model. 



Core Enterprise
Modules

IDOS has developed a AI / ML powered business intelligence bot (Maya)
which sits on top of organisations ERP / CRM / Communication channels,
collates data, identifies exceptions using machine learning algorithms,
provides insights on how to overcome exceptions, provides alternative
plans for resolutions with impact analysis,  provides insights for forward
planning and provides real-time support to CXOs as their virtual business
management assistant. 

This bot can be customised and deployed for large companies with
multiple business locations, multiple stakeholders, multiple subsidiaries,
multiple segments and it can process financial, marketing, production,
treasury or data associated with any other domain. It can collate data
from multiple sources and channels, organise, analyse and represent the
data on mobile devises and / or computers and also provide audio /
visual representation.

DC Maya
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DC Delight
DC Delight is a digital portal developed by IDOS and this portal enables
the business to digitally engage with different stakeholders in the eco-
system, including vendors, customers, banks, service providers,
employees and the government. 

IDOS has developed the portal to be a simple digital bridge between
different eco-system stakeholders and this digital bridge can be
customised as per the specific use case / expected outcome.

DC Delight can be integrated with existing systems within the
organisation and it can work either independently and push the data to
any upstream system / activity or it can work along with existing systems
and fill the white spaces / gaps that exist in the current systems.   



Deployment mode
Digital CFO platform can be deployed as a
web application and / or through mobile,
wearable (smart watch) and metaverse.
Organisation can choose what modules /
processes need to be on what mode and we
can deploy accordingly. 
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Customised vendor portal of IDOS was deployed as a real-time
credit monitoring solution. 

Using this module the bank can have real-time oversight on their
real-time oversight on the credit limits / drawing power of their
corporate borrowers, reducing the turnaround time by over 60%
in the process and increasing the ability of the bank to take
decision in real-time and make the limits dynamic. 

All this has significant upstream value for scaling the digital
discounting & digital lending capabilities of the bank. 

DC Delight module was customised and deployed to manage real-
time status of inventory, sales, logistics aspects of the dealers
spread across India with an added mobile application for the field
sales staff to geo tag their location, get details of the dealers in the
surrounding areas, dues to be collected, unreconciled invoices,
etc and also plan sales beat plans. 

Big 4
Firm

Working with a Big 4 on unique use case for “Maya”. Last few
years tax notices are uploaded, for few corporate customers and
we will upload responses drafted for these notices, tax laws,
research material and train the machine with AI / ML to draft
response to a tax notice (Income tax & GST) every time a tax notice
is received. This will help the firm in reducing turnaround time by
80% and has multiple similar use cases and manage higher
volumes through automation.
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Bank

Large fertiliser
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